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Sally the dog goes flying over a tree stump while playing chase in the yard and has to be rushed to

the vet's office.
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I come from a family of dog lovers and the Sally books are hands down the best. They are

beautifully illustrated and the story lines truly capture the thinking and behaviors of man's best

friend. Stephen Huneck was a genius and it saddens me that he is no longer with us. I hope his

friends and family know how much his stories have touched the lives of me and my children. Buy

these books and share the joy and love of having a relationship with a pet with your children.

Use them for therapy animal reading programs. Children can tell the story and/or read the words.

The pictures are rich

This book is great for kids or anyone who loves dogs, especially Labs!

The story itself is good...I am writing to say how honorable this company is because, even though

the condition of the book was labeled 'very good,' it actually had three torn pages; and when I

inquired about returning it because I did not consider the condition very good, they said they were



sorry and credited the full price and shipping and yet told me to just keep the book

perfect

As advirtiesed

Love the illustrations and the story line is comical and witty.

Sally Goes to the Vet is just one of the delightful stories by Stephen Huneck. It is a perfect gift to

keep on hand for a quick gift to a child. It is also appropriate for any child with a pet.
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